Regulation Summary

This regulation describes the governance of the RELLIS Research Alliance of The Texas A&M University System (system).

Regulation

1. The RELLIS Research Alliance (Research Alliance) is a consortium of the System Office of Research, participating member institutions and agencies, and certain other institutions that participate in research activity on the RELLIS Campus.

2. The Research Alliance is coordinated by leadership appointed by and reporting to the vice chancellor for research.

3. The System Office of Research must enter into agreement(s) with each participating member institution and agency, as well as other institutions participating in research programs through the Research Alliance, that are sufficient to establish the responsibilities of all parties in the operation of the Research Alliance and identify any cost-sharing or fees that may be expected or incurred.

4. Research Alliance must coordinate with RELLIS Administration to ensure compliance with RELLIS standards pursuant to System Regulation 02.03.01, RELLIS Campus.

Related Statutes, Policies, or Requirements

System Policy 02.03, System Administration

System Regulation 02.03.01, RELLIS Campus
Member Rule Requirements

A rule is not required to supplement this regulation.

Contact Office

Chancellor
(979) 458-6000